RCSP & THE FCLB'S VALUES

- Reduces onerous workload & review processes
- Provides reliable reports on fulfillment of chiropractic specialty program requirements
- Helps boards vet chiropractic specialty programs
WHAT DO REGULATORY BOARDS GET FROM RCSP?

CONFIDENCE in program quality

• Expert reviews by post-grad chiropractic educators assess a program's ability & willingness to comply with stringent RCSP criteria
  • Retrospective reviews ensure continued compliance
WHAT DO REGULATORY BOARDS GET FROM RCSP?

EFFICIENCY for your board & staff

• No longer need to vet chiropractic specialty programs
• RCSP providers have already been reviewed for compliance with RCSP standards
MEMBER BOARDS RETAIN AUTHORITY

Regulatory boards **ARE** the FCLB

- **You** elect the decision-makers
- **You** have a continued voice in the evolution of the RCSP governing documents
RCSP WILL NOT AND CANNOT BE THE ONLY APPROVAL PROCESS

Participating regulatory boards will still approve non-RCSP programs directly.
BOARDS ARE LEGALLY REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN THEIR AUTHORITY

RCSP is a means of delegating some of the workload associated with that authority
WHAT DOES THE PROFESSION GET FROM RCSP?

- Improved Specialty Program Offerings
- Increased quality & credibility of Specialty Programs
- Better trained professionals = Enhanced professional standing
RCSP FEES

This is an FCLB service!
No cost to member boards
THANK YOU!